Abstract. Generating discernibility matrix consumes huge time and space .To solve this problem, A new Binary Discernibility Matrix (BDM) induced from information table is defined, The concept of Binary Conjunction Matrix(BCM) is then introduced, Finally A novel method for discernibility matrix using Ordered binary decision diagrams(OBDD) is proposed in this paper, experiment is carried to compare the storage space of discernibility matrix with that of OBDD, results show that the new method has better storage performance and improve the attribute reduction for those information systems with more objects and features.
Introduction
Rough set is one of the methods of data mining. It is an effective tool to deal with inaccurate, inconsistent, incomplete information [1] . The rough set theory has become an attractive field in recent years, and has already been successful applied in many scientific and engineering fields such as machine learning and data mining, it is a key issue in artificial intelligence. Attribute reduction is a research focus in rough set theory. Currently looking for the minimum reduction of an information system is exponential complexity, so it is still the main research to search for fast and efficient algorithms for attribute reduction of rough set theory. The indiscernibility relation plays a crucial role in Rough set theory. Due to its importance, the different representations have been developed. Most existing are indiscernibility matrix and indiscernibility graph [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams, graph-based representations of Boolean functions [12] , have attracted much attention because they enable us to manipulate Boolean functions efficiently in terms of time and space. There are many cases in which conventional algorithms can be significantly improved by using BDDs [11] [12] [13] .
Indiscernibility relation in rough sets theory
The basic concepts, notations and results related to the theory of rough set are briefly reviewed in this section, others can be found in [1] [2] [3] .
An information system is composed of a 4-tuples as follows:I= < U, Q, V, f >.Where,U is the closed universe, a finite set of N objects { s 1 , s 2 …s n },Q is finite attributes {q 1 , q 2 … q m },V =  qQ V q where V q is a value of the attribute q, called the domain of attribute q.f: U  Q  V is the total decision function called the information function .Such that f(s, q)  Vq for every qQ, s U .Such that f(s, q) =v means that the object s has the value v on attribute q.
Let I=<U, Q, V, f> be an information system, then with any non-empty subset PQ there is an associated indiscernibility relation denoted by IND (P), it is defined as the following way: two objects s i and s j are indiscernible by the set of attributes P in Q, if f (s i , q) =f (s j , q) for every qP, More formally:
Given an information system I=<U, Q, V, f >, two objects are discernible if their values are different in at least one attribute, the discernibility knowledge of the information system is commonly recorded in a symmetric UU matrix M I (c ij (s i , s j )), called the Discernibility matrix of I. Each element c ij (s i , s j ) for an object pair (s i , s j ) UU is defined as follows:
The physical meaning of the matrix element c ij (s i ,s j ) is that objects s i and s j can be distinguished by any attribute in c ij (s i , s j ), In another words, c ij (s i ,s j ) is defined as the set of all attributes which discern object s i and s i .The pair (s i , s j ) can be discerned if c ij (s i , s j ) .
Ordered Binary Decision Diagram
Given an n-ary Boolean function f(x 1 , x 2 …x n ), an ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a finite directed acyclic graph with one root, n+1 levels, and exactly two branches at each non-terminal node [12] . One of these is the 0 case, denoted by low(x) and drawn as a dashed line, the other the 1 case, denoted by high(x) and drawn as a solid line. The levels are determined by the fixed ordering of the variables x i x j …x k. Each traversal through the tree corresponds to an assignment to the variables, and the nodes at level n+1 give the evaluation of f corresponding through this traversal. 
Ordered Binary Decision Diagram Discernibility Matrix
In this section, a new method to represents indiscernibility within an information system is put forward, called Ordered Binary Decision Diagram Discernibility Matrix (OBDDDM). Specific steps of the method that construct OBDDDM of a system are as follows:
Step1: Transform discernibility matrix M I (c ij (s i , s j )) into Binary Discernibility Matrix (BDM), which is an important concept for indiscernibility relation.
Step2:According to the meaning of the discernibility matrix,BDM can be simplified: delete those rows which all elements are 1 and rows which are unique 1(as the attribute core);delete duplicate rows,the modified concept of indiscernibility called Binary Conjunction Matrix(BCM) is introduced .
Step3: According to BCM, encode attribute, thus OBDDDM corresponding to information system can be derived.
An information system is illustrated in Table 1 , which has five objects with U={s 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 ,s 4 ,s 5 } and five attributes with Q={a,b,c,d,e}, with rows representing objects and columns representing attributes. The discernibility matrix of Table 1 is shown Table 2 , for the underlined object pair (s 1 , s 2 ), the entry {a, c, d, e} indicates that attribute a, c, d or e discerns the two objects.
BDM and BCM
In the first step , an improved definition of a binary matrix to represent discernibility between pairs of objects, called Binary Discernibility Matrix, Suppose object pair (s i , s j ) UU, the row of Binary Discernibility Matrix is n-dimensional binary vector. In which, the kth component q k (s i , s j ) =0(k=1, 2 …n) indicates that s i and s j is indistinguishable on the attribute q k , in another words, the object s i has the same value v on attribute k with the object s j . The kth component q k (s i , s j ) =1(k=1, 2 …n) indicates that s i and s j is discernible on the attribute q k , in another words, the object s i has the different value v on attribute q k with the object s j . For example, Table 3 shows the Binary Discernibility Matrix for the information system in Table 1 , which consists of five objects U ={s 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 ,s 4 ,s 5 }, five attributes Q={a,b,c,d,e}for example, the first line is [10111] ,it means that the two objects s i is distinguishable on the attribute sets {a, c, d, e} with the object s j . Table 2 . 
Table3. Binary Discernibility Matrix for Discernibility matrix in

Order Binary Decision Diagram Discernibility Matrix
Suppose a Binary Conjunction Matrix for Discernibility matrix with Q attributes, we can encode the attributes with a Q -dimensional binary vector [x 0 x 1 …x u-1 ], Therefore, these five attributes of the information system in Table 1 Table 2 
Experimental Tests of Storage Efficiency
Through the experimental results, The Storage efficiency used in the proposed method with the discernibility matrix. Data sets are random generated by random number generator. Table. 5 List the storage efficiency of the Discernibility matrix, OBDDDM .As seen in Table5, The proposed methods is more efficient than the traditional discernibility matrix. Especially on complex information system with more objects and attributes. Because all identical nodes are shared and all redundant tests are eliminated, OBDD have some very convenient properties; therefore, the storage of the OBDDDM required is less than that of discernibility matrix. For example, the data of the second group in Table 5 , the storage required by discernibility matrix is 1.97 times the storage required by OBDD and the data or the 9 th group achieves 3.8 times. Experimental results show that the OBDDDM has better storage performance and can improve the attribute reduction of complex information system with more objects and attributes.
